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Delivering on the 2011-2015 financial targets has been
and remains Swiss Re's top priority
ROE 700 bps above risk free
average over 5 years (20112015)

EPS 10% average annual
growth rate, adjusted for
special dividends1

ENW per share growth plus
dividends 10% avg. annual
growth rate over 5 years

in %

in USD2

in USD
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3

8.2

7.7
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8.6
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= reported ROE

9M
avg.
2015 20112015E

= 700 bps above US Gov 5 years
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13.0

6.6

7.3

8.0

8.4

140.9

144.5

123.1

10.2

9.6

9.2

11.9

135.7

8.8

20103 2011 2012 2013 2014

105.2

10.7
89.7

9.2

9M 2015E
2015

= reported EPS
= EPS @10% avg. annual growth
(base: 2010), adjusted for special dividends1

87.8

108.5

119.4

131.3

98.7

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

H1 2015E
2015

= reported ENWPS including
cumulative dividends in USD4
= ENWPS @ 10% avg. annual growth
(base: 2010)

EPS CAGR of 10% has been adjusted to 5% for 2015 to account for the distribution of excess capital through the special dividend of USD 1.1bn in April 2015.
Methodology is in line with the approach taken for the special dividend of USD 1.6bn paid in April 2014 and USD 1.5bn paid in April 2013
Assumes constant foreign exchange rate
Excl. CPCI
Cumulative dividends included in ENW per share were translated from CHF to USD using the fx rate of the dividend payment date; dividends included for 2011: USD
3.1 (CHF 2.75), 2012: USD 6.4 (CHF 3.00, or USD 3.3, in addition to the 2011 dividend), 2013: USD 14.5 (CHF 7.50, or USD 8.05, in addition to the 2011 and
2012 dividends), 2014: USD 23.5 (CHF 8.00, or USD 9.03, in addition to the 2011, 2012 and 2013 dividends), 2015: USD 31.1 (CHF 7.25, or USD 7.61 in
addition to the 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 dividends)
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Swiss Re’s capital allocation aims to deliver sustainable
shareholder value
USD 10.6bn1 distribution
to shareholders
Usage Capital return
of funds

Inorganic

Deleveraging

Swiss Re Ltd
USD 8.0bn2
3.1 2.7
1.2 1.0
12 13 14 15

USD 3.0bn2

USD 1.4bn2

1.8
1.0

0.5
0 0.3

12 13 14 15

Agile use of funds to
deliver shareholder
value:

Organic

PI3

USD 2.2bn2
1.1

0.7
0.2

0.4 0.4 0.4

12 13 14 15

12 13 14 15

0

P&C ReinsuranceL&H
Reinsurance

Corporate Solutions

Admin Re®

• Capital return of
up to USD 10.6bn
to shareholders
since 2012
• Acquisitions, e.g.
Sun Alliance
China, Guardian5
• Significant
deleveraging
• Organic growth
through capital
(re-) allocation

Life Capital4
1
2
3
4
5

Distribution to shareholders of approx. USD 10.6bn from 2012 to 2015 incl. USD 2.6bn dividends paid end of April 2015 and up to CHF 1.0bn for the public share
buy-back
Internal dividend flows from January 2012 to September 2015
PI has paid to Group dividends of USD 0.4bn between 2012 and September 2015
As of 1 January 2016
Transaction completion expected early 2016
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We have delivered a market leading total return to our
shareholders
Annualised total return to shareholders (2011-2015)1
12%

Swiss Re
Sample of
reinsurers3
Sample of
re/insurers4

10%2

11%
8%

5%
4%

STOXX Europe
600 Insurance
MSCI Index5
Share price development

22%

15%

12%
14%

9%
Dividend driven return

Swiss Re had one of the highest annualised total returns to shareholders
compared to samples of insurers and reinsurers and to reference indices over
the period from 2011 to 2015
1
2
3
4
5

31 December 2010 to 30 November 2015, based on USD
Includes special dividends
Weighted average of Everest Re, Hannover Re, Munich Re, RGA, RenRe, SCOR
Weighted average of ACE, Allianz, AIG, AXA, XL Group, Zurich, and reinsurers mentioned in footnote 3
MSCI Daily Total Return Gross World Index
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Swiss Re faces various challenges and opportunities

Low margins

Industry
consolidation

Low yield, low
growth environment;
regulatory changes

Volatility in High
Growth Markets

Evolution of primary
players with rich
customer insights

Reshuffling of
value chain

Impact of
technology

New and enlarging
risk pools

Current

Future
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Our strategic framework will enable us to achieve our new
financial targets
• Building upon our successful strategy introduced in 2011
• Moving to the next stage of our transformation into a capital allocator
• Emphasising four areas of strategic action going forward

Areas of strategic action
I

systematically allocate capital to risk pools /
revenue streams

II

optimise
resources and platforms
to support capital
allocation

IV

emphasise differentiation

2

ROE ≥
risk free +
700bps1

III

broaden
and diversify client
base to increase
access to risk

1

Group financial targets

maintain capital
management priorities

ENW
per share
growth
10% p.a.2

700bps above risk free (10-year US Gov Bonds); Swiss Re management to monitor a basket of rates reflecting Swiss Re's business mix; over the cycle
Year-end ENW + dividends from current year divided by previous year end ENW; all per share; over the cycle
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I

II

III

IV

Key drivers leading to outperformance in value creation

Risk selection

Capital
allocation

Portfolio
management

Extensive R&D providing a
competitive advantage (requires
economies of scale)

Proprietary modelling capabilities
to quickly adapt models based on
lessons learnt and outlook

Capital deployment based on
expected return

Optimal portfolio mix to meet
different hurdle rates1

Active monitoring and hedging of
liabilities and continued
optimisation of the asset portfolio

Maximise absolute economic
profit subject to risk tolerance
constraints

A multi-risk book provides numerous advantages in addition to capital related diversification
benefits

1

EVM, US GAAP, cash flow
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I

II

III

IV

Three ways to broaden and diversify our access to risk

Geographies

Clients

Risks

• Extend leadership in
mature markets
• Maintain market
leadership in High
Growth Markets (HGM)

• Offer tailored solutions
• Access new clients
• Develop innovative
approaches

• Leverage Swiss Re’s
knowledge and thought
leadership
• Enhance capabilities
and new products

e.g. Principal Investments in
selected HGM countries to
complement HGM focus of
Business Units

e.g. Swiss Re Global
Partnerships enables the
Group to broaden client base
and address protections gap

e.g. cyber risks or
infrastructure investments
(helping establish
infrastructure debt as
tradable asset)
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I

II

III

IV

Swiss Re optimises resources and platforms to support
capital allocation
Talent

Examples
• Alignment of the workforce to actively support our HGM strategy (e.g.
increase of FTE in Latin America and Asia by 421% and 66% respectively
since 2011)

IT
• Simplification, modernisation, and integration of IT architecture (e.g. 20%
net reduction of applications, consolidation to two main data centres)
platforms
Distribution • Leverage distribution platforms to maximise value from our wholesale model
(e.g. distribution partnerships in Life Capital via elipsLife and iptiQ)
platforms
Smart • Use of smart analytics and cognitive computing to improve our underwriting
capabilities (e.g. impact from 200 examples identified)
analytics
Asset
• Continued development of our AM capabilities (e.g. first Swiss company to
receive Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor license)
Management
Funding • Flexible access to funding for our businesses (e.g. access to external funding
recently established for Swiss Re Ltd, Corporate Solutions, Life Capital)
platform
Dynamic and forward-looking capital allocation supported by agile resources and platforms
Citi European Insurance Conference | London | January 2016
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I

II

III

IV

Active differentiation remains pivotal to extending our lead
as a knowledge company and allocator of risk capital

Financial
strength

Client
relationships

Knowledge
company

• Capital strength

• Preferred partner

• Thought leadership

• Financial flexibility

• Decade-long
relationships

• Technical expertise

• Integrated risk
management and
systematic ALM

• Global presence and
broad product offering

• Distinctive access to
contingent capital

• Risk insights and
modelling
• Proprietary data and
research

'We’re smarter together'
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We will maintain a dynamic allocation of capital under our
strategic framework
Swiss Re Group view, end of year figures, USD bn

2011

2012

2013

2014

Dividends1

Dividends1

Dividends1

Dividends1

1.1

2.8

3.1

2.6

Business
reinvestments

Acquisitions2

1.5

0.2

Business
reinvestments

Acquisitions2
-

1.4

Business
reinvestments

Acquisitions2
1.1

1.3

Business
reinvestments

Acquisitions2
-

0.9

Divestments

Divestments

Divestments

Divestments

-

0.6

-

0.2

Net Income
4.2
Shareholders’ equity 32.9

Net Income
4.4
Shareholders’ equity 31.9

Net Income
3.5
Shareholders’ equity 34.8

Net Income
2.6
Shareholders’ equity 29.6

In 2015
• Share buy-back has started, for an amount up to CHF 1.0bn purchase value
• Announced acquisition of Guardian will absorb GBP 1.0bn in early 2016
• Group capitalisation remains very strong
1
2

Dividends based on year accrued
Excludes BU-funded and debt-funded acquisitions
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Swiss Re's risk tolerance criteria are the basis for our
capital management, risk steering and limit setting
Risk tolerance represents the amount of risk Swiss Re is willing to accept within the constraints imposed by its
capital and liquidity resources, its strategy, and the regulatory and rating agency environment
Risk tolerance objectives:
• Maintain capital and liquidity that are sufficiently attractive from a client perspective, and that meet regulatory
requirements and client expectations ("respectability criteria")
• Be able to continue to operate following an extreme loss event ("extreme loss criteria")
• Avoid material operational risks that could subject the Group to large operational losses with corresponding
consequences from an economic, reputational or regulatory perspective
Group
Respectability criteria

Funding amounts
required to be
held at the Swiss
Re Ltd level, as
well as the
external dividend
proposals take
into consideration
both sets of
constraints

Capital criteria

Rating ≥ AA
Swiss Solvency Test ≥
185%

Extreme loss criteria

After an extreme loss
event (99% shortfall)
able to meet

Swiss Solvency Test ≥
100%
Liquidity

Liquidity criteria

• Level reflects regulatory and client expectations

• To have sufficient capital to be in a position to continue
to write new business, for all major entities
• Sufficient liquidity to fund subsidiary recapitalisations
where needed and cover committed requirements in the
year following the stress loss
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Swiss Re's very strong capital position enables the capital
allocator role for the Group
245%

USD bn

208%

213%

18.5
SST 1/2011

19.8

19.1
SST 1/2012

SST 1/2013

SST risk-bearing capital

223%

185% Group
SST
respectability
level

52.6

52.2

48.7

40.7

38.5

241%

23.6

21.6
SST 1/2014

SST target capital

SST 1/2015

SST ratio

Swiss Re’s capitalisation remains strong across multiple metrics
• Group SST ratio comfortably above respectability level; impact of the acquisition of Guardian is
expected to be approximately 20-25%pts
• Swiss Re's excess capital is well above the capital required for a S&P AA rating
• Group accessible capital (after deduction of Principal Investments) amounted to USD 4.5bn at
the end of Q3 2015
Citi European Insurance Conference | London | January 2016
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We have gained extensive experience in complying with
economic solvency regimes
Swiss Re operates under a comprehensive economic and risk based solvency regime since 2008
• SST is a more conservative economic-based regime than Solvency II
• EU confirmed equivalence with Solvency II
• Swiss Re’s internal model serves both SST and Solvency II; both the Swiss regulator (FINMA)
and Luxembourg’s regulator (CAA) have provided regulatory approval
Luxembourg
•

•

UK

Swiss Re's internal
model approved by
the local regulator
(CAA)

•

External auditor
issued an
unqualified positive
assurance opinion
on the internal
model for 2013,
2014 and 2015

•

Initial application of
Standard Formula
approach under
Solvency II
Continued
engagement with
the PRA on future
internal model
approval

Key differences: SST vs Solvency II (internal model)
SST

Solvency II

Risk measure

•

Based on 99% TailVaR

•

Based on 99.5% VaR

Market value
margin/
Risk margin

•

Part of available and
required capital

•

Part of technical
provisions

Valuation
(discounting)

•

Market consistent
valuation based on
replication

•

Option for volatility or
matching adjustments

Deferred Tax

•

Not accounted for

•

Loss absorbing effect
on required capital

Operational risk

•

Qualitative treatment

•

Quantitative treatment

One regime more conservative than the other
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Our Group capital structure is well within our leverage
ratio target range, providing further flexibility
USD bn

Core capital 1
Senior debt 2
Senior leverage plus LOC ratio 4

Total hybrid incl. contingent capital
LOC 3
Subordinated leverage ratio 5

100%
90%

8.5
9.5
5.4
33.9
31%

80%

6.7

6.5

7.0

5.4

6.0
4.9

6.5

6.6

6.4

60%

37.2

38.4

37.5

50%

70%

40%

24%

21%

20%

Senior leverage plus LOC
ratio
target range: 15-25%
30%

20%
14%

15%

15%

15%

2012

2013

2014

H1 2015

10%
Subordinated leverage ratio
0%range: 15-20%
target

Achieved USD 5.8bn of net deleveraging6 ahead of our 2016 target of more than USD 4bn7

1
2
3
4

Core capital of Swiss Re Group is defined as economic net worth (ENW)
Senior debt excluding non-recourse positions
Unsecured LOC capacity and related instruments (usage is lower)
Senior debt plus LOCs divided by total capital

5
6
7

Subordinated debt divided by sum of subordinated debt and ENW
Total from end 2012 to Investors’ Day 2015, based on Q3 2015 carrying values
Announced at Investors’ Day 2013
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Swiss Re’s target capital structure and financial flexibility
is supported by strong funding platforms
Reinsurance

Letters of
credit
Established access
to external funding
in all Business Units
to fund ongoing
capital and liquidity
requirements

Senior debt

Life Capital

Group




Support business growth
in Life Capital in line with
leverage targets



Further optimisation of
capital structure and cost of
capital



Contingent
capital

Outlook
Further reduction in line
with reducing requirements
in Reinsurance

Subordinated
debt

Innovative capital
instruments to
strengthen Group
capital base

Corporate
Solutions





Continue to implement
contingent capital roadmap focusing on Group
Holding level

Established funding platform at Swiss Re Ltd with the first pre-funded subordinated debt facility in
November 2015
Subject to
FINMA
approval



Significant
progress or
fully realised

Change
since
2012

Outlook
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Our strategic framework will drive value creation…
Target liability
portfolio

Leadership
across
geographies

Strategic asset
allocation

I

II
Innovation
with clients

Protection gap
and emerging
risks

Financial
strength

systematically allocate capital to risk
pools / revenue streams
broaden
and diversify
client base to
increase access
to risk

IV

III

optimise
resources and
platforms to
support capital
allocation

emphasise differentiation

Client
relationships

Business
steering

Talent &
footprint

IT & smart
analytics

ALM
capabilities

Knowledge
company
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…and enable us to achieve our Group and Business Unit
targets
Group financial targets
ROE

ENW per share growth
10% per annum

Rf+700bps

2016

Over the cycle

700bps above risk free (10-year US Gov

Bonds1)

2015

2016

Over the cycle

Year-end ENW + dividends from current year divided by
previous year end ENW; all per share

Business Unit targets

1

P&C Reinsurance

L&H Reinsurance

• 10-15% ROE over
the cycle

• 10-12% ROE over
the cycle

Corporate Solutions
• 10-15% ROE over
the cycle

Life Capital
• 6-8% ROE
mid-term

Management to monitor a basket of rates reflecting Swiss Re's business mix
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Swiss Re’s capital allocation aims to deliver sustainable
shareholder value
We aim to deliver long-term shareholder value
• Strategic framework enabling systematic allocation of capital to risk pools
• Very strong capital position across multiple metrics
• Steady investment performance through active asset re-balancing despite continued low yield
• Capital structure comfortably within our leverage ratio target ranges, providing flexibility
• Swiss Re Ltd and all Business Units have established access to external funding

We maintain our capital management priorities
• Ensure superior capitalisation at all times and maximise financial flexibility
• Grow the regular dividend with long-term earnings, and at a minimum maintain it
• Deploy capital for business growth where it meets our strategy and profitability requirements
• Repatriate further excess capital to shareholders

Citi European Insurance Conference | London | January 2016
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All Business Units contributed to Swiss Re’s very strong
9M 2015 results
• Group net income USD 3.7bn
– Return on equity 14.5%, earnings per share USD 10.69 (CHF 10.19)
– Return on investments 3.8%

• Reinsurance net income USD 3.0bn, ROE 21.3%
– Strong underwriting result in P&C Re, helped by benign nat cat experience; ROE 23.3%
– Continued improvement in L&H Re; ROE 17%, well on track to achieve target

• Corporate Solutions net income USD 324m, ROE 18.7%
– Combined ratio of 91.9%

• Admin Re® net income USD 270m, ROE 6.1%
– Strong gross cash generation USD 265m
– Admin Re® was renamed to Life Capital effective 1 January 2016

• Capital management priorities confirmed
– Group economic solvency ratio remains comfortably above risk tolerance; impact of Guardian
acquisition approximately 20-25%pts1
– Share buy-back programme started in November
1

Assuming market exposures as at 30 September 2015
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P&C Reinsurance delivers very strong results
Net premiums earned

Combined ratio

Net income

USD m

%

USD m

9M
Q3
H1

2014

11 678

11 378

4 305

4 108

7 373

7 270

76.7%

(9M: 82.7%)

2 385

78.0%

842

(9M: 84.8%)

1 543

2015

• At constant fx rates premiums
earned increased by USD 0.1bn
• Gross premiums written
increased by USD 0.1bn to
USD 3.8bn. Increase at constant
fx rates was USD 0.2bn

2014

2015

• Net impact from large nat cats
in Q3 2015 was 12.4%pts
below expected
• Q3 2015 benefited by 8.3%pts
from favourable prior-year
development; Q3 2014:
2.2%pts

2014

2 274

ROE:
23.3%

1 013

ROE:
34.4%

1 261

2015

• Net income reflects strong
underwriting result supported
by benign nat cat experience,
favourable prior-year
development and strong
investment results

• Adjusting for expected nat cat
and prior-year development, CR
is 98.7%; 9M 2015: 99.0%
• Impact of Tianjin explosion was
5.7%pts for the quarter
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L&H Reinsurance is well on track to achieve its ROE target
Premiums earned and fees

Operating margin

Net income

USD m

%

USD m

9M
Q3
H1

8 440

8 091

2 873

2 771

11.3%

(9M: 10.7%)

763

9.2%

268

(9M: 8.8%)
5 567

2014

• At constant fx rates premiums
earned and fees increased by
USD 0.2bn to USD 2.8bn
• New longevity deals in the UK
and large transactions in Asia
contributed to the increase in
earned premiums in both life
and health

1

2014

ROE:
18.5%

272

5 320

2015

ROE:
17.0%

2015

• Margin improved in health and
remained strong in life
• Continued beneficial impact
from YRT management actions
taken in prior years

2014

160
112

495

2015

• Q3 2015 net income benefited
from strong operating result and
lower interest charges
• Underlying ROE1 for 9M 2015 is
12.6%; L&H Re remains well on
track to achieve its 10-12% ROE
target1 for 2015

On an equity base as at 30 June 2013 of USD 5.5bn
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Corporate Solutions manages the cycle and continues
to deliver good results
Net premiums earned

Combined ratio

Net income

USD m

%

USD m

9M
Q3
H1

2 574

2 521

903

796

324

90.5%

(9M: 92.9%)

90.7%

249

(9M: 91.9%)

85

ROE:
18.7%
ROE:
15.0%

103
1 671

2014

239

1 725

2015

• Q3 2015 net premiums earned
decreased by 8.2% at constant
fx rates, due to the challenging
market especially in property in
the Americas
• Gross premiums written and
premiums for insurance in
derivative form of USD 1bn in
Q3 2015; 9M 2015: USD 2.7bn

2014

2015

2014

146

2015

• No impact from large nat cat
events in Q3 2015, 10.7%pts
below expected; Q3 2014:
6.6%pts below expected

• Net income driven by profitable
business performance in most
regions and increased
investment results

• Favourable prior-year
development, benefiting CR by
6.7%pts; Q3 2014: favourable
6.4%pts

• Insurance business written in
derivative form generated net
realised gains of USD 9m in Q3
2015; Q3 2014: USD 21m

• Adjusted for expected nat cat
and prior-year development, Q3
2015 CR is 108.1%; 9M 2015:
103.6%
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Admin Re® generates strong gross cash
Gross cash generation

Return on investments

Net income

USD m

%

USD m

9M
Q3
H1

5.2%

615

(9M: 5.0%)

142

270

4.2%

219

(9M: 4.8%)

54

265
473

2014

ROE:
1.5%

249

126
139

21

ROE:
6.1%

165

2015

• Underlying Q3 2015 gross cash
generation in line with
expectations
• Positive impact of USD 80m (Q3
2014: USD 92m) following
finalisation of UK half year
statutory valuation

2014

2015

• Q3 2015 ROI of 4.2% primarily
driven by net investment income
from fixed income as well as
realised gains from sales, which
were lower than the prior year
quarter
• Q3 2015 fixed income running
yield 3.6%; Q2 2015: 3.5%

2014

2015

• Q3 2015 net income mainly due
to net realised gains, offset by
unfavourable UK investment
market performance
• Successful completion of HSBC
Part VII migration on time and
within budget during Q3 2015
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Group investment portfolio produces a solid result
Average invested assets

Return on investments

Total return

USD bn, basis for ROI calculation

%

%

9M
Q3

3.5%

115.3
116.9

(9M: 3.7%)
108.4

5.2%

3.2%

(9M: 7.1%)

(9M: 3.8%)

104.9

1.7%

(9M: 0.4%)
2014

2015

• Decrease in average invested
assets driven by net outflows1
and fx impacts, partially offset by
the impact of lower interest rates
compared to Q3 2014
• Net increase in corporate bonds
during Q3 2015 funded by net
sales of government bonds; net
reduction in cash and short-term
investments

1

2014

2015

2014

2015

• ROI of 3.2% for Q3 2015 driven
by net investment income from
fixed income and net realised
gains, largely from sales of
government bonds and equity
securities

• Total return for Q3 2015 driven
by the impact of declining
equity markets and credit
spread widening, partially
offset by declining interest
rates

• Q3 2015 net realised gains of
USD 144m; Q3 2014: USD 210m

• Q3 2015 Group fixed income
running yield at 3.0%; Q2
2015: 2.9%; Q3 2014: 3.2%

• Q3 2015 impairments of
USD 16m; Q3 2014: USD 18m

Net outflows include the sale of Aurora in Q2 2015 and a funding structure unwind in Q4 2014
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Swiss Re continues to maintain a high quality, wellbalanced investment portfolio
100%
90%

1%
11%

1%
8%

1%
8%

1%
7%
Other

80%
70%

33%

35%

38%

44%

60%

Credit investments

50%
40%

32%

39%

30%

Government bonds

41%

37%

20%
10%

Equities & alternatives (incl.
Principal Investments)

23%

17%

0%
End FY 2013

End FY 2014

12%

11%

End Q3 2015

End Q3 2015
(Estimated pro forma
impact of Guardian)

Cash and short-term
investments

• High-quality credit investments have been steadily added to the portfolio since the re-balancing in 2013
• Additional investments include a diversified mix of corporate bonds across various currencies, high quality
loans, securitised products and credit ETFs
• Equities and alternative investments were reduced in 2014 through sales of equity securities and hedge fund
redemptions
• Acquisition of Guardian is expected to increase the Group’s overall allocation to credit by approximately 6%pts.
The quality of the credit portfolio remains high
Citi European Insurance Conference | London | January 2016
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Overall investment portfolio

USD bn

Other
Mortgages and investments
incl. policy
other loans
loans
3%
7%
Equities
7%

End
Q3 2015

Balance sheet values
Unit-linked investments
With-profit business
Assets for own account
(on balance sheet only)

147.0
-26.2
-3.1
117.7

Cash and
cash
equivalents
Short-term
4%
investments
7%

Securitised
products
5%

Government
bonds
40%

Corporate
bonds
27%

USD bn
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Government bonds
Corporate bonds
Securitised products
Equities1
Mortgages and other loans
Policy loans
Other investments
Total

1

P&C Re
3.7
4.3
23.3
7.1
2.4
3.8
2.9
6.5
54.0

L&H Re
0.3
1.0
14.6
13.0
2.2
1.0
1.2
0.9
34.2

Corporate
Solutions
0.7
1.0
3.3
2.3
0.5
1.0
0.2
9.0

Admin
Re®
0.3
0.7
6.1
9.7
0.4
1.1
0.1
0.4
18.8

Group
items
0.1
0.9
2.5
3.7
2.1
9.3

Consolidation
(5.9)
(1.7)
(7.6)

End
Q3 2015
5.1
7.9
47.3
32.1
5.5
8.3
3.0
0.1
8.4
117.7

End
Q2 2015
6.1
9.2
49.0
30.2
5.7
8.6
3.1
0.1
7.2
119.2

Includes equity securities, private equity and Principal Investments
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Corporate calendar & contacts
Corporate calendar
2016
23 February
16 March
22 April
29 April
29 July

Annual Results 2015
Publication of Annual Report 2015 and EVM 2015
152nd Annual General Meeting
First Quarter 2016 Results
Second Quarter 2016 Results

Conference call
Zurich
Conference call
Conference call

Investor Relations contacts
Hotline
+41 43 285 4444

E-mail
Investor_Relations@swissre.com

Philippe Brahin
+41 43 285 7212

Jutta Bopp
+41 43 285 5877

Chris Menth
+41 43 285 3878

Iunia Rauch-Chisacof
+41 43 285 7844
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Cautionary note on forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements (including as to plans objectives, targets and trends) and illustrations provide
current expectations of future events based on certain assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact.
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“,
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios,
capital or liquidity positions, or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, capital or liquidity positions, or
prospects expressed or implied by such statements or cause Swiss Re to not achieve its published targets. Such factors include, among others:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related
thereto;
deterioration in global economic conditions;
Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets,
including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due
to actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;
the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;
changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;
uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance
sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the
ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in
a jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future
earnings;
the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
the lowering or loss of one of the financial strength or other ratings of one or more
Swiss Re companies, and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to
achieve improved ratings;

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;
uncertainties in estimating reserves;
uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting,
particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes
available;
the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
acts of terrorism and acts of war;
mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
policy renewal and lapse rates;
extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties,
such as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its
ceding companies, and the interpretation of legislation or regulations by
regulators;
legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect
of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
changes in accounting standards;
significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays,
unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such
transactions;
changing levels of competition; and
operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other
internal procedures in managing the foregoing risks.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States. Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with
applicable securities laws.
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